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Abstract

We present our ongoing work on the extension of our PDG-based information flow control tool Joana to handle Android applications. We elaborate on the challenges posed by android applications, outline what we have already done and discuss what we intend to do in the future.

1 Introduction

In today’s world, smartphones are becoming more and more important and contain lots of personal data which needs to be protected from unintended dissemination. Currently, the most widespread smartphone operating system is Android \[1\]. Android provides a permission-based mechanism to control what apps can do, but this mechanism is not sufficient: The user can see which resources an app may access and which action it is allowed to perform, but he cannot see or control how the app uses these rights. A well-known technique called information flow control \[2\] can tackle this problem. It enables the user to specify how information is allowed to be used inside the app and in particular to specify certain unwanted information flows as forbidden. With information flow control we can guarantee the absence of such information leaks by proving the non-interference property for the given app.

In \[3\], we describe Joana, a state-of-the-art information flow control analysis tool for Java bytecode, which leverages sophisticated static program analyses to construct a program dependence graph (PDG) and uses context-sensitive slicing \[4\] to verify non-interference.

Currently, we are working on extending Joana to handle also Android apps. Among the challenges to be addressed to achieve this goal are (1) that although Android apps are developed in Java, they are not compiled to Java bytecode but to Android’s own Dalvik bytecode, (2) that standard Java applications use a single entry point (main), but Android apps have large multitude of possible entry points which are triggered by the Android system throughout the execution of the app and (3) that Android apps employ message-passing to exchange data and start external apps’ components, which requires to also analyse information flows between apps.

In this work, we present the work we have already done to address these challenges. In section 2 we give a short overview of Android apps, in section 3 we discuss some basics of Joana’s underlying technology, namely PDGs and slicing, in section 4 we outline how we address the above mentioned challenges and after a discussion of the related work in section 5 we conclude in section 6 by giving an outlook on future work.

2 Overview over Android applications

In the following, we briefly discuss the architecture of Android applications. This overview is largely based on \[5\].

An Android application usually consists of multiple components which are loosely bound to each other. These components can either be Activities, Broadcast Receivers, Services or Content Providers. We now give a quick summary of what these components do and which roles they play.

- **Activities**: An activity is an application component that provides a screen with which users can interact in order to do something. Each activity is given a window in which to draw its user interface.
• **Broadcast Receivers:** A broadcast receiver responds to system-wide broadcast announcements. Many broadcasts originate from the system, but can also be initiated by arbitrary app components. Broadcast receivers do not display a user interface. Typically, a broadcast receiver is just a "gateway" to other components and is intended to do a very minimal amount of work. For instance, it might initiate a service to perform some work based on the event.

• **Services:** A service runs in the background to perform long-running operations or to perform work for remote processes. It does not provide a user interface. Another component, such as an activity, can start the service and let it run or bind to it in order to interact with it, using a special kind of inter-process communication.

• **Content Providers:** Content providers manage access to a structured set of data. They encapsulate the data, and provide mechanisms for defining data security. Content providers are the standard interface that connects data in one process with code running in another process.

Android components use *intents* to exchange messages with each other. In particular, intents are used to start components. Intents can be *explicit* or *implicit*. Explicit intents specify a receiver, whereas implicit intents leave it up to the Android system and/or the user to resolve their receiver. Figure 1 (taken from [5]) shows how Android processes an implicit intent.

Figure 1: Illustration of how an implicit intent is delivered through the Android system to start another activity. The sending activity [1] passes an action description, the Android system [2] selects an appropriate receiver component and starts it [3].

### 3 Overview over Joana

In the following, we explain some fundamentals of the technologies used by Joana, namely PDGs and slicing.

**PDG basics.** A *Program Dependence Graph* (PDG) is a language-independent representation of a program. The nodes of a PDG represent statements and expressions, while edges model the syntactic dependencies between them. There exist different kinds of dependencies, among which the most important are *data dependencies* and *control dependencies*. Data dependencies model *explicit* information flow: they occur whenever a statement uses a value produced by another statement. Control dependencies arise when a statement or expression controls whether another statement is executed or not, and hence model *implicit* flow. As an example, consider the code snippet and its corresponding PDG snippet in figure 2:

There is a data dependency between the statements in line 1 and in line 2 because the latter uses the value of \( x \) produced by the former. It also contains a control dependency between the `if`-statement in line 3 and the statements in lines 4 and 6 because whether line 4 or 6 is executed depends on the value of the `if`-expression in line 3.

**Slicing-based Information Flow Control.** PDG-based information flow analysis uses *context-sensitive slicing* [6], a special form of graph reachability: given a node \( n \) of the PDG, the backwards slice of \( n \) contains all nodes from which \( n \) is reachable by a path in the PDG that respects calling-contexts. For sequential programs, it has been shown [7] that a node \( m \) not contained in the backwards slice of \( n \) cannot influence \( n \), hence PDG-based slicing on sequential programs guarantees *non-interference* [8]. It is also possible to construct and slice [9] PDGs for concurrent programs. However, in this context, additional kinds of information flows may exist, e.g. probabilistic channels [10], so mere slicing is not enough to cover *all* possible information flows between a source and a sink. A PDG- and slicing-based algorithm providing such a guarantee has recently been developed and integrated into Joana [11].
4 Approach

In this section, we explain how we address the challenges we mentioned in section 1.

Dalvik-front end Figure 3 shows the general architecture of Joana. Joana is based on WALA [12], a program analysis framework for Java bytecode. WALA provides a front-end which parses and reads the actual bytecode and basic program analyses and transformations, such as an SSA-based intermediate representation, call graph construction and points-to analysis. As can be seen in figure 3, the PDG builder of Joana only depends on WALA's analysis results and hence is decoupled from WALA's front-end. As a consequence, we only needed to adapt WALA's front end to be able to process Android apps. For this, we integrated the WALA front end code of SCanDroid [13], a security analysis tool which is also based on WALA. This was a first step to extend Joana to handle also Android apps.

Lifecycle modelling. Standard Java applications have a single entry point and every execution of the application starts with an invocation of this method. Clearly, this assumption is not met by Android apps: As we already mentioned, Android apps have multiple callbacks, which may be triggered by the user or the Android system as a reaction to certain events. However, the order and the way these callbacks are triggered is not arbitrary, but follows certain rules. More specifically, the components of an Android app are driven by their lifecycles. The lifecycle of an activity can be seen in figure 4.

It is not an option to run a separate analysis for each entry point, since there may be information flows which only occur if multiple callbacks are executed in sequence. Listing 5 (adapted from [14]) presents an example.

```
1 public class MyActivity extends Activity {
2    static String URL = "http://www.google.de/search?q=";
3    public void onCreate(Bundle savedInstanceState) {
4        telephonyManager = (TelephonyManager) getSystemService(Context.TELEPHONY_SERVICE);
5        imei = telephonyManager.getDeviceId();
6        URL = URL.concat(imei);
7    }
8    public void onStart() {
9        super.onStart();
10       try {
11           url = new URL(URL);
12           conn = (HttpURLConnection) url.openConnection();
13           conn.setRequestMethod("GET");
14           conn.setDoInput(true);
15           conn.connect();
16           } catch(Exception ex) {}
17    }
18 }
```

Figure 5: example for an information flow across entry points

When onCreate() is executed, line 5 reads the IMEI of the phone and later, upon the invocation of onStart(), line 12
sends the IMEI to a server on the internet. However, such an information flow is not detected if `onStart()` and `onCreate()` were each analysed in isolation, since neither calls the other but both are called by the Android framework.

To also cover such flows, we synthesize an entry method which simulates the Android framework by invoking all callbacks of the given app.

In order to lose not too much precision, we take the lifecycles of the app’s components into account. Consider again figure 4. When `onCreate()` is called, either the activity has just been launched, or the app’s process has been destroyed and re-created. In either case, `onCreate()` is called on a fresh heap which cannot have been influenced by any other of the activity’s entry points. Thus, it is safe to assume that none of the activity’s entry points is called before `onCreate()`.

An example of how this assumption can be exploited to rule out impossible information flows and thus leads to increased precision is shown in figure 6. In this variant of figure 5, the source is contained in `onStart()` and the sink is contained in `onCreate()`. Since `onCreate()` is never executed after `onStart()`, the sink cannot be influenced by the source.

**Intents.** Our model also provides basic support for intents. In order to incorporate the intents an application may react to, the application’s manifest is inspected, the possible intent targets are resolved and appropriate method calls are inserted into the artificial entry method. Similarly, our approach handles intents which may be issued during the execution of the application and whose target can be resolved to a component within the same application.

### 5 Related Work

From a formal description of a given web framework, the F4F system\[15\] generates Java code that specifies the framework-related behaviour, which allows for static taint analysis of web applications. In \[16\], a framework for static detection of explicit information flow in Android application using a security type system is presented. It is calling-context insensitive; the application life cycle is not modelled. In addition to explicit flow between all activities of a single Android applications, the static analysis from \[13\] also handles inter-application flow. A coarse model of the life cycle is used. Flow Droid\[17\] precisely models life cycle for a static analysis of explicit flow.

### 6 Conclusion and Future Work

We presented our work on extending our PDG-based information flow control tool Joana to also properly handle android applications. To achieve this goal, it was necessary to provide a front end to WALA which is able to process Dalvik bytecode. For this purpose, we integrated code from the SCanDroid project. Furthermore, we had to deal with the fact that Android apps have multiple entry points, whereas standard Java applications only have a single entry point.

We did this by synthesizing an artificial main method which calls all the app’s entry points in all possible orders. To not be overly imprecise, the generated code respects the lifecycle specifications of Android components, e.g. of activities.

We now elaborate on the work that is left to do.

At the moment we do not handle callbacks of graphical user interfaces. We plan to integrate these callbacks in the future. The graphical user interfaces of Android apps are typically described in separate files and these files also contain the callbacks which are invoked on user input, e.g. when a button is pressed.

Hence, to also cover GUI callbacks, they have to be extracted from the separate files and integrated into the artificial main method appropriately.
Last but not least, we only analyse information flows inside single apps, but no information flows between different apps. This could be achieved by simply analysing all the apps simultaneously. However, such an analysis would have to be re-done each time an app is added. Additionally, the analysis would have to be adapted in order to not assume that all the apps under analysis share a single heap (normally, different apps run in different virtual machines and hence have separate heaps). An alternative, more modular approach is outlined in Figure 7. First, the intra-app flows in each single application are analysed and summaries are generated from these analysis results. After that, a communication graph is built by connecting one app’s summary with another app’s summary if one of the former app’s components may trigger one of the latter app’s components by issuing an intent. The paths of such a graph represent the possible information flows between the apps.
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